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Abstract 

In this work we look at the class of uniform biorthogw 
nal FIR, IIK and hybrid filter banks with A4 = 2 channels. 
when Quntization noise passes through synthesis filter bank 
it gets amplified, due to the multiplication of synthesis fil- 
ter norms to the quantization noise in each channel. Better 
compression, or higher coding gain, will be achieved if the 
quantization noise amplification is reduced. Scaling down 
of the synthesis filters will not work as to maintain the 
property of perfect reconstruction we have to scale up the 
analysis filter bank causing no improvement. Minimization 
of such amplification has been proposed earlier for FIR fil- 
ter banks. We are proposing an implementable and stable 
coloring filter for IIR filter bank which is the optimum col- 
oring filter for the assumed filter structure. We deal with 
an example of a hybrid filter bank based on all pass delay 
chain structure. 

1. Introduction 

A subband coder, consisting of filter bank and quantization, 
offers coding gain while compressing a source. There are 
two ways the biorthogonal filter bank and its performance 
differs from that of the orthogonal cme. the good news 
is the pass bands of the biorthogonal filter bank are not 
restricted to be flat unlike orthogonal case. Consequently, 
shaping of the passbands towards making the non-flat s u b  
band spectrum more flat adds to the gain. The bad news 
is the quantization noise amplification [l]. Coding gain of 
a biorthogonal subband coder with optimum bit allocation, 
using additive white noise model for the quantizers and un- 
correlated noise assumption, is given in [l]. The additional 
terms in the denominator, synthesis filter noms,  appear 
because the white quantization noise passing through the 
synthesis bank becomes colored. Consequently its variance 
is modified resulting in quantization noise amplification in 
the coder. Since the filter bank is perfect reconstruction, 
there exists an inverse relationship between the synthesis 
norm and the analysis norm (absorbed in &). So synthe 
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sis norms can not be change independently. The question 
one may ask is if we can find out an implementable coloring 
filter at the analysisside, that colors the quantization noise, 
which brings down the effective synthesis filters norm. For 
the FIR polyphase matrices the answer is known in the af- 
firmative [l]. In this work our aim is to  find out the answer 
in the case of hybrid and IIR polyphase matrices. 

2. Minimization of quantization 
noise amplification in filter banks 

Figure 1: Subband coder showing quantization noise 

Consider a PR filter bank with analysis polyphase ma- 
trix E(z) and synthesis polyphase matrix R(z) shown in 
figure(1). The input signal s(n) passes through E(z) to 
get the subband signals zk(n). In absence of quantiza- 
tion, sk(n) then passes through R(z) to get the output 
signal y (n ) .  Since the system is PR, y(n)  is same as x ( n )  
except possible scaling and delay. Now consider quantiz- 
ing the subbands. Assuming the additive noise model for 
the quantizers, after quantization we have xk(n) + qk(n), 
the subband signals plus the quantization noise. Both of 
these pass through R(z) and result in the reconstructed 
output x(n) + e(n). The reconstruction error e(n) equals 
y(n) - x ( n ) .  Due to linearity, e ( n )  is the output of W(z) 
when the input is qk(n). Thus, we see the variances of 
qh(n) are scaled by the synthesis filter norms from W(z) in 
the reconstruction error variance. 

Now introduce a coloring filter A(z) such that qr(n) 
(which is assumed white in the quantizer model) now passes 
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Figure 2: Analysis side with the coloring filter 

through A(z) before getting added to z,(n). Figure 2 shows 
the  block schematic. Then e(n) becomes the output of 
W(z)A(z) with the input qk(n). The total system is called 
the effective synthesis polyphase W,ff(z) = W(z)A(z). The 
signal component remains unaffected. The reconstruction 
error variance (and hence the coding gain) now depends on 
the  effective synthesis filter norms obtained from k e f f ( z ) .  
An optimal choice of A(r) will minimize the quantization 
noise amplification, or maximize the coding gain. 

For the FIR filter banks, the solution to  the above min- 
imization problem has been suggested in 111. We briefly 
describe the solution below. Since the determinant of any 
polyphase matrix of any FIR PR filter bank is a scaled 
delay, 

But IW(z)l can be decomposed into paraunitary and uni- 
modular matrices [Z] 

IW(z)( = cz-L (1) 

R(z) = P(.)U(z) (2) 

where [lU(z)ll = llR(z)l/ as l/P(z)ll = 1. If UO is the zeroth 
order coefficient of U(z), it can be decomposed as 

Uo = P D L  (3) 

where P is an orthogonal matrix, D is a diagonal matrix 
and L is a lower triangular matrix. Assuming S = PD, the 
optimum coloring filter will he U-'(z)S. Using the above 
coloring filter, the effective synthesis polyphase W e f f ( z )  is 
given by 

W , f f ( Z )  = w(z)U-'(z)s 
= P(z)U(z)U-'(z)S 

= P(2)S (4) 

Since a paraunitary matrix has unit norm, the  effective fil- 
ter norm will be llSll which is less than IlUoll which is again 
less than IlU(r)ll. Thus the noise amplification is indeed re- 
duced. 

3. Proposed generalization of previ- 
ous work 

Only in case of FIR filter banks, the determinant ofW(z) is a 
scaled delay. We consider here any 2 channel PR filter hank, 

which may be FIR, IIR, or hybrid. Then the determinant 
of R(z) has the most general form as IW(z)I = for 
some L 2 0 (assuming causality). If B(z)  = ri, + z-'R1 + 
z-'R2 + .._._ then from the final value theorem 

lim IW(z)l = lim 1% + ~ - ' R I  + z-'Rz + .....I 
2- 03 /-m 

= lRol (5) 

From the general form of IW(z)l at z = 03, 

~ - ~ ' A i ( z )  
lim /W(z)I = lim - 

z - m  1-03 A z ( z )  . .  

= o  (6) 

since L > 0. From equations (5) and (6), we have iri,l = 0. 
Thus zeroth order matrix of R(z) has its determinant zero. 
As ri, is singular, there exists a n o n  zero vector v such that 

vTR(z) = z-'qT(z) 

where q ( t )  is some causal vector whose degree is 1 less 
than the degree of W(z). This is because vT& = 0. We 
can always scale v to have unit norm. Since we consider 2 
channel filter bank, let 

sin(6') 
= [ cos(0) ] 

Now we construct a non singular matrix having vT as its 
second row. Since there is no restriction on the first row, 
we can make this non singular matrix unitary. Let the 
rotation matrix RT be the constructed non singular matrix 
of discussion. 

1 cos(6') -sin(@) 
RT = [ sin(6') cos(8) 

Prernultiplying W(z) with RT we have, 

RTR(z) = RT(% + z-'R1+ z-'Rz + .....) 
= R T R ~  + 2 - l ~ ~ ~ ~  + z - ~ R ~ R ~  + .....( 7) 

1 roll cos(6') - Toz, sin(8) ro,l cos(6') - sin(O)ro,, 
RT%= [ roll sin(6')  TO=^ cos(6') sin(O)ro,, + cos(6')ro,, 

We can select 6' such that 

 TO,^ sin(@) + Toz1 cos(6') = 0 
ro,2 sin(6') + ~0~~ cos(6') = 0 
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So RTRO = [ 
equations we have, 

RTR(z) = [ 

i 1, and using this result in the earlier 

i ] + ZK'RTRI + Z-'RTRZ + .... 

So it is obvious that the second row of RTB(~)  will have 
2-l in common. Finally we can write 

where R1(z) is a matrix with reduced degree of determinant 
(by one). This is because the product of the determinant 
of both sides of the above equation must be same, and the 
determinant of the left-hand-side has rL term. Since de- 
terminant of the first matrix on the right-hand-side is z-', 
determinant of IR1(z) must have degree z-'+l. Another 

point to  be noted is that RT and [ z!l ] are parauni- 

tary, so IlR(z)ll = IlR'(z)ll. 

Now, repeat this process i times till lRE,l # 0, RE, be- 
ing the zeroth order coefficient of R'(z). Wi(z) will have 
the same norm as R(z) except that IR # 0. Af- 
ter i iterations R(z) = II;=,Pk(z)R'(z), where Pk(z) = 

Now R*(z) may be used to design the optimal color- 
ing filter. Neglecting the paraunitary factors Pk(z), since 
R. f f ( t )  = R'(z)A(z), an immediate choice for A(z) is 
(Wi)-'(z). But we need RE, to be upper triangular [l], 
so that the coloring filter is practically implementable. If 
(R')-'(z) is implementable, effective synthesis filter norms 
can be made equal to 1 by using (R')-'(z) as the coloring 
filter at the analysis side. 

Now consider the case where (W')-'(z) is not practi- 
cally implementable. To make (R')-'(z) practically im- 
plementable, we have to modify this filter such that zeroth 
order coefficient matrix becomes upper or lower triangular. 

The zeroth order coefficient matrix of (R'(z))-' and W 
' ( z )  are inverse of each other. Now to make (R'(z))-' im- 
plementable, its zeroth order coefficient matrix should be 
upper triangular/lower triangular. Express Ri(z) as 

Ri(z)  = + z-'R; + Y2R; + ..._. (9) 
= PDU + z - l ~ ;  + z - 2 ~  + ..... 
= SU + z-'R; + z-'R$ + ._... 

(10) 

where PDU is the decomposition of &, zeroth order coef- 
ficient matrix of R'(z), into paraunitary P, diagonal D and 
upper triangular U, and we have assumed PD equal to S. 

Now writing the equation for (R'(z))-' from previous re- 
sult, since our main concern is the zeroth order coefficient, 

(W'(z))-' = (PDU)-' + ___._ (11) 
= U-'(PD)-' + ..... (12) 
= Ls-'+ ..... (13) 

where L is a lower triangular matrix. Multiplying both 
sides by S, we have 

(nyz))-ls = (Ls-' + .....) s 
= L +  ..... (14) 

So (R*(z))-'S is our required filter. It can be shown that it 
is the optimum coloring filter which is implementable as its 
zeroth order coefficient is lower triangular, with diagonal 
elements 1. 

If we denote the optimum coloring filter by Aapt(z) then 

A,&) = (R'(z))-'S (15) 

Now the effective synthesis filter will be 

R(z)Aopt(z) = P*(z)R*(z)Aopt(z) 
= P"z)R'(*)(a"z))-'s 
= P'(z)S 
= P'(z)PD (16) 

So, it is obvious that only matrix D is causing the remaining 
amplification. The effective synthesis filter norms will be 
the square of the diagonal elements of D. 

3.1 Optimum coloring .filter will not in- 
crease the filter norms 

We prove here that the square of the diagonal element of the 
diagonal matrix D will always be less than or equal to the 
initial synthesis filter norms. We know that RE, = PDU. 
Let 

= [ ^ d  :] 
u = [; ;] 

Then the matrix equation will be 
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P is paraunitary, so norm of the matrix R;I and DU will 
be equal (a paraunitary matrix is only a rotation, it does 
not change the norm of any vector), i.e., 

These are the initial filter norms. The point to be noted 
is that the effective filter norms after the use of optimum 
coloring filter is d: and 4 respectively, and 

That means effective filter norms will be less than or equal 
to the norm contributed by the initial zeroth order coeffi- 
cient matrix. 

4 Minimizing the quantization 
noise for all pass delay chain 
filter bank 

As an example, a hybrid filter hank is considered in this 
section. The filter bank based on all pass delay chain is 
PR, with IIR analysis and FIR synthesis filters [3]. 

The all pass function replacing the analysis delay chain 
is 

(z-' - a )  Ap(z) = - 
1 - az-' 

for some a between -1 and 1. Also, 

E(z) and W(z) are some PR polyphase pairs, and here 
taken to be paraunitary by choice. If = p l ,  = 

p z ,  = p3 then Y(z) may be written as 

then the overall synthesis filters FI(z) and Fz(z)  are 

[Fl (Z)  Fz(z)] = [1 llY(Z)R(t2) 
FI(Z) = (PI - 2-I - Plz-')Roo(z2) 

+P3 -P*z-2RlO(zZ) 
Fz(2) =. (p1 - 2-1 -p1z-2)Rol(zz) 

+P3 - Pzz-'Rll(z*) 

m 

Figure 3 Analysis filter responses for different values of a 

For a given all pass and a given polyphase matrix, after 
getting the overall synthesis filters we can write the overall 
synthesis polyphase matrix Ratl(z). We can not comment 
whether in general the determinant of the zeroth order c u  
efficient of this polyphase matrix will he zero or not. How- 
ever, as discussed in the previous section, in either case we 
can find out the optimum coloring filter. 

4.1 Results for DB4 

All the results in this section are for an AR(1) source having 
correlation coefficient .90 and variance= 5.53987 and taking 
the basic paraunitary polyphase to be DB4. 

Figure(3) shows the magnitude responses of the analysis 
filters for different values of a. 

Figure(4) shows the magnitude responses of the corre- 
sponding coloring filters for those values of a. 
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Figure 4: Coloring filter responses for different values of a 

Table 2: Theoretical error variances for a = 0.2 

Theoretical results for the allpass delay chain structure 
based filter hank are presented. Table(1) gives the theoret- 
ical quantization error variances(TQ) without any coloring 
filter and with the coloring filter (MQ), for different values 
of a for a hit rate R = 5 and R = lbits/sample. 

Table(2) give the theoretical quantization error variances 
without(TQ) and with coloring filter(MTQ), and simulated 
quantization error with(SQ) and without(SMQ) for differ- 
ent hit rates R for a specific value of a. 

Here we can observe the deviation of the simulation result 
from the theoretical result because our assumption that the 
factor (A,(z)  - I )Qi(z )  will not change the variance of the 
input signal is violated specially for large a like a = 0.7 
(because in that case norm of the synthesis filter becomes 
very high) and for low bit rate R. 
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